was that macroeconomic equilibrium, persistent excess labor supply and a downwardly flexible money wage rate could coexist [42; 43, 204 ]. Yet according to Walrasian microeconomics, excess supplies of labor in perfectly competitive markets would be eliminated quickly by downwardly flexible wage rates. However, persistent involuntary unemployment undoubtedly occurs in the modern economy. In the late 1930s and 1940s, Walrasian theorists responded by acknowledging such unemployment. But in their SRP unemployment could only occur in imperfectly competitive labor markets where wage rates exceeded marketclearing rates and were downwardly rigid.2 Walrasians made this rigidity complete for purposes of mathematical simplicity [62, 48] . The neoclassical synthesis then anomalously contained equilibrating micro-wage rates and a non-equilibrating macro-wage rate. In this essay, the term neoclassical signifies the SRP of the neoclassical synthesis. The term Keynesian designates applied economists who held the macroeconomic tenets of the synthesis without microeconomic underpinnings.
2. In the early neoclassical literature [35; 43; 62] downward wage rigidity explained unemployment, except in the special case of an infinitely elastic demand for money (the liquidity trap). Patinkin [66] showed the real balance effect secured full employment even in the special case.
3. The analogy between economics and mechanics was not unfamiliar: Irving Fisher's Ph.D. thesis [24] developed an hydraulic model. Phillips was inspired by Boulding's mechanical analysis [11] . Also, Samuelson's textbook [78] pictured the income-expenditure flow generated by a pump.
Rate of change of prices
Ye Level of production The original Phillips curve, like a bold conjecture that initiates development of a theoretical model in mathematics or the physical sciences, was arrived at by deductive guessing stated in naive, atheoretical terms [48] ; what neoclassical paths between micro and macroeconomics it promised to free! Before that could occur, however, the Phillips conjecture needed analytical testing (part II below) and theoretical proof (part III).
Empirical Analyses
When Phillips sketched the 1954 curve which indicated that money wage rate adjustment in deflation and inflation was asymmetrical, he was trying to incorporate an old, popular observation into a theoretical structure. Phillips gave an example of this observation:
When demand for labor is high and there are very few unemployed, we should expect employers to bid wage rates up quite rapidly... On the other hand it appears that workers are reluctant to offer their services at less than the prevailing rates when the demand for labor is low and unemployment is high so that wage rates fall only very slowly [72, 283].
Predictably, Phillips's research on an empirical model objectifying this popular observation had its precedents [5] . The closest research was by Professor Arthur J. Brown [88] .
Phillips and Brown both studied the history of wage changes, using the same orthodox data sources and taking the pre-World War I period as a base. Both researchers had the same statistics (i.e., the annual rate of change of money wage rates and unemployment percentages) recorded on statistical scatter diagrams covering the pre-World War I, interwar and post-World War II periods. They defined the same relation between product price and money wage changes. Both perceived an inverse relation between inflation and unemployment within each pre-World War I cycle. But unlike Phillips, Brown emphasized that the precise inflation-unemployment relation varied markedly from cycle to cycle. Moreover, Brown perceived that cost changes unrelated to the level of aggregate demand were the major cause of inflation during the post-World War I and II periods; Brown's Great Inflation therefore advocated policies of cost reduction [13] . In contrast, Phillips concluded that there had been a stable century-long, inverse relation between the rate of change of money wage rates and unemployment, and stated that the price level would be stable if unemployment were kept at a "little under 2-1/2 percent" [72, 299], as shown by Figure 2 .
The same experiment by two researchers led to conflicting conclusions-a common event in the history of science in which each experimenter interpreted the empirical data according to his own a priori, theoretical perspective. Furthermore, the conclusions had immediate policy implications. In the mid-1950s, there was a heated debate between "demandpull" and "cost-push" factions about the cause of inflation and the policies against inflation. 7. Standard rates were set by centralized collective bargaining and lasted for years. Effective rates were set locally in the context of changing market conditions. In Phillips's study, the standard rates were not adjusted to reflect effective rates after 1910 [76] . 
i.e., the rate of price change p of commodity i was an increasing function of excess demand d -s. Given certain slope conditions of supply and demand (as in Figure 3 [15] . Unlike the early positivists, logical empiricists required that only some sentences of a theoretical system be translated into observational language for the system to have empirical meaning. They characterized the formal structure of a theory as a mechanical calculus, or hypothetico-deductive system (like Walrasian economics).
Logical empiricism was a modern variant of logical positivism
22. A Walrasian market strictly was of a homogeneous commodity and efficient, without coexisting positive and negative excess demand, but since the 1940s applied economists accepted that the labor supply was nonhomogeneous and the market had friction. 
